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Abstract—Fixing C buffer overflows at source code level remains a manual activity, at best semi-automated. We present an automated approach to fix buffer overflows by describing two program transformations that automatically introduce two well-known security solutions to C source code. The transformations embrace the difficulties of correctly analyzing and modifying C source code considering pointers and aliasing. They are effective: they fixed all buffer overflows featured in 4,505 programs of NIST's SAMATE reference dataset, making the changes automatically on over 2.3 million lines of code (MLOC). They are also safe: we applied them to make hundreds of changes on four open source programs (1.7 MLOC) without breaking the programs. Automated transformations such as these can be used by developers during coding, and by maintainers to fix problems in legacy code. They can be applied on a case by case basis, or as a batch to fix the root causes behind buffer overflows, thereby improving the dependability of systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Buffer overflow still remains as a critical problem to fix in dependable systems. Many research works have explored how to detect buffer overflow, both statically [36], [38], [62], [63] and dynamically [11], [12]. Yet, buffer overflow vulnerabilities have not been eliminated. In 2012, National Vulnerability Database [59] published reports on 5,297 security vulnerabilities. Of them, 843 (15.91%) were overflows [50].

Existing prevention approaches do not fix overflows at source code level. Some dynamic approaches fix overflow by making the stack non-executable [49], checking array bounds [29], [35], or checking integrity of code pointers [12], [17], but all of these solutions are introduced transparently at run time. Moreover, these approaches suffer from performance overhead and the solutions can be circumvented [6], [64]. These approaches do not help developers produce better code. It is very easy to write C code with buffer overflows. Existing approaches at best detect or fix buffer overflows, but they cannot guide developers to understand and write secure code.

A more effective and didactic solution to fix buffer overflows is to introduce the solution at C source code level, thus teaching the developers as their problems are being fixed. CCured [8] and Cyclone [34] provides solutions to fix buffer overflows by using annotations that extend pure C, but these annotations have to be introduced manually in the source code. Other approaches [14], [40] to introduce fixes automatically at source code level are not safe to use, since they are supported by minimal or non-existent program analysis, and therefore often break the original program with the fix.

We describe a program transformation based approach—specifically two transformations that fix buffer overflows in C programs by automatically introducing two frequently prescribed security solutions. Experts have identified that some library functions in C are potentially unsafe and should not be used in practice. Our Safe Library Replacement (SLR) transformation replaces unsafe library functions in a C program with safer alternatives. Experts also suggest that any pointer arithmetic should keep track of the buffer bounds at source code level. However, introducing this solution in legacy code requires a lot of manual effort. Our Safe Type Replacement (STR) transformation replaces a character buffer with a safe data structure that keeps track of the length information which it uses to check buffer bounds during pointer operations. They are similar to refactorings [20], but they do not intend to preserve behavior. They are instead security-oriented program transformations [24], [25], that improve the security of systems by preserving expected behavior but fixing the two most prominent root causes behind buffer overflows: the use of unsafe library functions and bad pointer operations.

A transformation based approach has several advantages.

- Developers must make small, frequent changes in source code to fix buffer overflows manually. People are bad at repetitive tasks—computers are better.
- A program transformation based solution is more likely to be adopted, especially if the transformations make small changes [60]. Developers can use the transformations during development, similar to how refactorings are used, or use them to produce security patches during maintenance.
- The source-level program transformations would help developers better understand and be aware of the subtleties of buffer overflow vulnerabilities.
- Most importantly, the transformations can be applied on a case by case basis to fix a specific overflow, or as a batch to automatically fix root causes in large legacy systems, improving their dependability in the process.

Automatically transforming C programs to remove buffer overflows at source code level is challenging. Many of the safe function choices and the safe data structures need length information about buffers. It is hard to determine the length of a buffer using static analysis; pointers and aliasing further complicate the analysis. Program analyses that are applicable for compilers are not useful for program transformations, since the program transformations need to keep track of source code. For example, approaches to perform alias analysis for compilers transform source code to SSA form; this is not

Program Transformations
This paper describes the design decisions, the program analyses, and the mechanism to analyze and transform C code at source code level to fix buffer overflows. We implemented the transformations using OpenRefactory/C [27], an infrastructure for developing C program transformations. We validated the transformations by applying them automatically on benchmark programs and open source software. We demonstrated that the two program transformations are sufficient to fix all possible C buffer overflows originating from unsafe functions and bad pointer operations by automatically applying them to remove buffer overflows from 4,505 benchmark programs of NIST’s SAMATE reference dataset [48] (Section IV-A). The program transformations ran on more than 2.3 million lines of code (MLOC). The SAMATE programs have a function showing normal behavior and another function showing problem behavior. In all cases, our transformations preserved normal behavior, and modified behavior resulting from overflows.

To demonstrate that our program transformations do not break existing code, we automatically applied the three transformations on all potential targets in four open source programs: libpng, zlib, GMP, and LibTIFF (Section IV-B). SLR was applied on all targeted unsafe functions, STR on all local character pointer variables. In total, SLR was applied on 317 function calls; it modified 259 function call expressions (average 81.7% in 4 programs). STR modified all 237 pointer variables that passed its preconditions (100%), overall 80.01% of all local variables. Even after these changes, the modified programs had minimal performance overhead (Section IV-C).

This paper makes the following contributions.

- It describes two source-to-source behavior-enhancing program transformations—the design decisions behind the transformations (Section II) and the mechanism of the transformations (Section III) including the program analyses to support the transformations (Section III-A).
- It demonstrates that complex, yet accurate, source-level C program transformations can be implemented as part of the refactoring catalog of popular IDEs.
- It shows that the two program transformations can prevent all types of buffer overflow originating from unsafe library functions and bad pointer operations (Section IV-A). It also tests the accuracy of the transformations by applying them automatically to make many small modifications to open source programs in a way that produces programs that maintain functionality (Section IV-B) and have minimal overhead (Section IV-C).

More details and results are available at our web page: https://munawarhafiz.com/research/overflow.

II. PROGRAM TRANSFORMATIONS TO FIX OVERFLOWS

We concentrate on the two most common root causes of buffer overflow. First, the C library includes several unsafe functions that may lead to buffer overflows. For example, strcpy (or strcat) copies (or concatenates) a source buffer to a destination buffer, but does not put a restriction that the copy (concatenation) should not overflow the destination buffer. Second, programmers often make mistakes in pointer operations, specifically pointer arithmetic; these mistakes lead to buffer overflows.

Avoiding unsafe functions and keeping track of buffer length are well-known solutions but are often not followed in legacy code. Empirical studies have shown that developers manually make these changes, but the manual process does not scale for large programs [25]. This paper describes how these prescribed solutions can be introduced as fixes at source code level using program transformations.

We introduce two program transformations. One replaces unsafe library functions in C programs with safe alternatives (SAFE LIBRARY REPLACEMENT, Section II-A). The other replaces character pointers with safe data structures that keep track of buffer length and available memory information during pointer operations (SAFE TYPE REPLACEMENT, Section II-B). Our transformations make structural changes to source code using sophisticated program analysis. They modify source code so that it conforms to a safe C programming style [56].

A. Safe Library Replacement (SLR)

You have a program that uses a library function that may cause data injection attacks if it receives an insufficiently validated input. You want to ensure that the program is not vulnerable to injection attacks.

Replace unsafe functions with safe functions that are not vulnerable even if malicious data is injected.

1) Motivation: C library functions that do not perform extra checking during buffer operations are vulnerable to buffer overflow. Table I shows some of these unsafe functions. Safer alternatives (right column of Table I) have been introduced by researchers. Some alternatives force developers to explicitly mention the number of bytes that can be written to the buffer (functions in glib library); others use a different C string data type that can be resized at runtime (functions in libmib library). However, the unsafe functions are still used frequently. Moreover, there is a lot of legacy C code that contains these.

We surveyed the developers of the top ten most active projects of all time in SourceForge about their development approach. Six projects used C/C++, three used PHP and one used Java. In five out of six C/C++ projects, programmers initially used unsafe strcpy and strcat functions, but manually changed to safer C/C++ string libraries later.

Manual changes are error-prone. This method does not scale for large projects. For example, Ghostscript (about 800 KLOC) is a medium size program, but its programmers have replaced only a few of its unsafe functions (109 of 318, 34.3% of the strcpy functions; 6 of 172, 3.5% of strcat). We asked the developers the reason for this. They said that manually changing the functions are difficult; hence they made changes only to those functions that they thought were vulnerable. This is clearly a dangerous practice for dependable systems.
2) **Precondition:** A developer selects a function call expression and invokes the **Safe Library Replacement** transformation. The following preconditions are checked:

- The function is one of the unsafe library functions supported by the transformation.
- The size of the buffer being written to can be calculated by applying control flow, data flow, and alias analysis. If the size of the buffer cannot be determined by our program analysis, the precondition will not be met.

3) **Solution:** Replace an unsafe function call with a safer alternative. SLR uses safer alternatives that check and truncate inputs to match the size of destination buffers, similar to `glib` functions. These functions are syntactically similar to the original functions. They do not require new data types like the `libmib` functions; therefore, the changes will be minimal per instance. The transformation has to analyze the program and calculate the exact size of the destination buffer to introduce as an extra parameter. This analysis is complicated by pointers and aliasing in C.

If the size of the buffer can be calculated, the function call is renamed with the new size parameter. Other additional steps may need to be taken for some function replacements, e.g., `fgets`, the replacement option for `gets`, requires a `FILE*` parameter (see Section III-B2 and Table I).

4) **Example:** Consider the following example, which demonstrates a buffer overflow from the use of `strcpy`:

1. char buf[10];
2. char src[100];
3. memset(src, 'c', 50);
4. src[50] = '\0';
5. char *dst = buf;
6. strcpy(dst, src);

   In the code, a one hundred byte buffer (src) and a ten byte buffer (buf) are instantiated. src is initialized to a fifty byte C string (line 3-4). A pointer (dst) is then set to the first byte of buf (line 5). The `strcpy` function is then called to copy the C string in src to the buffer pointed by dst (line 6). Fifty bytes will be written from where dst starts, which will overflow buf.

   SLR first calculates the type of dst, which is a pointer. It will then find the most recent definition of dst, which is an assignment to buf (line 5). It will then recursively determine the size of buf, which results in array type (described in detail in Algorithm 1, Section III-B). The transformation then changes the name of the function call to `g_strlcpy` in Linux systems (or `strlcpy` in Mac systems), and adds the `sizeof` keyword on buf as the new parameter, as shown below.

   ```c
   ...
   6. g_strlcpy(dst, src, sizeof(buf));
   ```

   The `sizeof` keyword on buf will return 10, which causes `g_strlcpy` to only write ten bytes starting from dst. The buffer overflow is removed.

B. **Safe Type Replacement (STR)**

You have a program in which character pointers are used; the pointers may be used in an unsafe manner, specifically in an arithmetic expression, which could overflow a buffer.

**Change character pointers to a new data type which contains the length and the allocated size of the string it represents. Add explicit checks for buffer bounds before any buffer operation.**

1) **Motivation:** The lack of bounds checking for char pointers in C may lead to overflows when they are used in certain expressions. Pointer arithmetic can be particularly dangerous, especially with the prevalence of logical flaws such as off-by-one errors. Standard C compilers cannot detect unsafe or incorrect usages of character pointers to prevent this error.
2) **Precondition:** A developer selects a char pointer or array and invokes the SAFE TYPE REPLACEMENT transformation. The following preconditions are checked:

- The variable is a char pointer or an array.
- The variable is locally declared. STR cannot be applied on a global variable, a function parameter, or a member of a user defined struct. We chose not to apply the transformation on these types of expressions to avoid making changes in external files.
- The variable is not used in an unsupported C library function (most common string functions in C library are supported).

3) **Mechanism:** Replace char pointer with a new data structure. For our implementation, all of the character pointers that are identified by the STR are changed to a new data structure called stralloc, which is defined as follows:

```c
typedef struct stralloc {
    char* s;
    char* f;
    unsigned int len;
    unsigned int a;
} stralloc;
```

Our implementation of stralloc is a modified version of the stralloc data structure from qmail [52]. The data structure stores a character pointer s, which is equivalent to the char pointer it replaces; the data structure stores additional information about the string represented by the char pointer. f is always set to point to the base of the original s; so it can be used for bounds checking even after s has changed. The variable len represents the length of the string, and a represents the number of bytes currently used. Upon initialization, the stralloc library appropriately allocates enough memory for the string being stored. The stralloc library also contains a number of functions designed to replace common C library functions.

STR replaces all expressions that use the target pointers and replaces the use instances following specific patterns. Table II gives some examples of some of the most common replacement patterns STR.

4) **Example:** Consider this program from SAMATE reference dataset [48] having buffer over-read problem (CWE-126).

```c
1 char* data;
2 char dest[100];
3 memset(dest, 'C', 100);
4 data[100] = dest[100];
```

Since data is not explicitly allocated, the program may access memory locations to which it should not have access, potentially causing buffer overflow. STR fixes this by transforming char * to a safe data structure.

```c
1 stralloc *data, *dest;
2 stralloc ssss.data = (0,0,0), sss.dest = (0,0,0);
3 data = &ssss.data;
4 dest = &ssss.dest;
5 stralloc memset(dest, 'c', 100);
6 stralloc dereference.replace.by(data,
    stralloc.get.dereferenced.char.at(dest, 100), 100, 0);
```

Lines 1-4 show the declaration of the stralloc variables. Line 5 shows the initialization process. Finally, the assignment expression in Line 4 of the original program is replaced by another stralloc library function. The first argument specifies the stralloc pointer on the left hand side of the original expression. The second argument calls another stralloc library function to get the character represented by the right hand side of the assignment. The third argument specifies the index of the character to replace, and the last specifies that the size of the data pointer should not be changed. STR follows the replacement patterns (Table II) to automatically make changes.

### III. MECHANISM OF THE TRANSFORMATIONS

#### A. Program Analyses to Support the Transformations

We implemented the program transformations on OpenRefactory/C [27], a framework for building transformations for C programs. OpenRefactory/C supports name binding analysis,
type analysis, control flow analysis, and static call graph analysis of C programs. We extended OpenRefactory/C to add reaching definition analysis, points-to analysis, control and data dependence analysis, and alias analysis to support the program transformations. Here we describe the mechanism of points-to and alias analysis.

Figure 1 shows the main components of points-to analysis. Our analysis is based on the C++ pointer analysis algorithm by Hardekopf [28] but is performed at source code level. It is an intra-procedural, flow-insensitive, inclusion-based analysis. Our constraint generator component traverses the abstract syntax tree of a program and produces a graph that contains the variables in a C program as nodes; the edges between nodes indicate that one variable points to another variable. It does not perform shape analysis on arrays and structures; it describes them as aggregate nodes. Hardekopf’s algorithm optimally rewrites the graph based on a few constraints. The graph rewriting is done using the parallel graph rewriting engine Galois [51] following Mendez-Lojo’s [42] approach. Finally, the alias generator component topologically sorts the points-to graph and calculates the alias sets. It is possible for an aggregate node in a points-to graph (e.g., a structure) to point to itself. These recursive cycles are irrelevant to aliases, so they are ignored. There should not be any other cycles in the points-to graph after the graph rewriting. The alias sets are stored in a hash map in memory for efficient access.

The alias set is used for the reaching definition analysis. Reaching definition and control and data dependence analysis algorithms follow traditional worklist based algorithms.

B. Mechanism of Safe Library Replacement Transformation

The common first step for SLR is to statically determine the size of the buffer written to. The size of a statically allocated buffer can be determined by the sizeof function. On the other hand, the size of a dynamically allocated buffer can be determined by the malloc_usable_size function. However, arbitrarily using a function is not allowed, e.g., applying the malloc_usable_size on a statically allocated buffer will result in a segmentation fault.

The static analysis to determine the size of the buffer has to analyze different C expressions that can represent a buffer (e.g., the destination buffer parameter in strcpy). Algorithm 1 describes the mechanism. If the destination parameter contains an assignment expression, the size of the right hand side of the assignment expression is recursively calculated (Lines 2-4). If the parameter is an array access expression, the size of the array identifier is calculated using the sizeof function (Lines 5-7). If the parameter is a binary expression, it will have either addition or subtraction operation on a buffer with some numeric value. The size is evaluated based on the size of the buffer, the kind of arithmetic operator, and the numeric value (Lines 10-15). If the parameter is a prefix expression, specifically an increment or decrement expression, the size of the parameter is computed by recursively computing the size of the buffer and making appropriate correction for the arithmetic (Lines 16-20). If the buffer is a cast expression, the size of the expression being cast is recursively computed (Lines 21-22).
Most commonly, the parameter is an identifier for a buffer. If the buffer is statically allocated, the `sizeof` function is used to calculate the size (Lines 24-25). If the buffer is a pointer and it is not aliased, the definition reaching the buffer is calculated (Lines 26-30). If a function call to `malloc` family is in that definition, the buffer is heap-allocated and its size is calculated using `malloc_usable_size` (Lines 31-32). For other assignment expressions, the algorithm recursively computes the size of the buffer on the right side of the assignment (Lines 33-34, following similar analysis in Lines 2-4).

Calculating the size of a buffer described by a structure element access expression is similar (Lines 35-50). The only difference is that the algorithm checks to see if the entire struct is redefined between the most recent definition of the element and the unsafe function call (Lines 42-45). Since we represent a structure as an aggregate object during alias analysis, the definition of the structure element reaching the destination buffer may be different from the definition of the entire structure. If the entire struct is redefined, then the element is redefined as well. The algorithm will not calculate size if this is found (Lines 45-46).

SLR replaces six unsafe functions: `strcpy`, `strcat`, `sprintf`, `vsprintf`, `memcpy`, and `gets`. The mechanism for replacing `strcpy`, `strcat`, `sprintf`, and `vsprintf` are similar, so they are described together; these are applicable to Linux programs. SLR for `memcpy` and `gets` applies to both Linux and Windows programs.

1) Replacing `strcpy`, `strcat`, `sprintf`, and `vsprintf`: We used safe alternatives from the `glib` library for these functions: `gstrcpy` replaces `strcpy`, `gstrcat` replaces `strcat`, `gvsprintf` replaces `sprintf`, and `gvsprintff` replaces `vsprintf`. The replacement follows three steps:

1. Determine the size of the buffer following Algorithm 1.
2. Change the name of the function and add the size of the buffer as a new parameter to the function call.
3. Add appropriate header or provide information of the new library at link time.

Consider the `strcat` function in libpng version 1.2.6, minigzip.c file, line 275. SLR is applied on the `strcat` function.

```
266 char *outfile[MAX_NAME_LEN];
... 275 strcat(outfile, GZ_SUFFIX);
    | | (After SLR)
    V
266 char *outfile[MAX_NAME_LEN];
... 275 g_strcat(outfile, GZ_SUFFIX, sizeof(outfile));
```

In the example, SLR analyzes the type and determines that `outfile` is an array. The size of an array can be determined by `sizeof`; it becomes the third parameter of the safe library function (line 275). Information about the library `-lglib-2.0` is added to Makefile, so that it is available at link time.

2) Replacing `gets`: `gets` is replaced with another standard library function, `fgets`. `fgets` takes two additional parameters: a length parameter and a `FILE` pointer to a stream to read from. The `gets` function always reads from standard input, so `SAFE_LIBRARY_REPLACEMENT` adds `stdin` as the stream.

`fgets` has different semantics. It includes a terminating newline character in the data being read, if there is one; `gets` never includes it. To match their semantics, a few extra lines of code are added after the replaced function call to remove the terminating newline character.

Consider the `gets` function used in a benchmark program of the SAMATE reference dataset.

```
35 size_t numlen;
... 48 num = __GMP_ALLOCATE_FUNC_TYPE (numlen+1, char);
49 memcpy (num, str, numlen);
| | (After SLR)
V
35 size_t numlen;
... 48 num = __GMP_ALLOCATE_FUNC_TYPE (numlen+1, char);
49 numlen = malloc_usable_size(num) > numlen ? numlen :
        malloc_usable_size(num);
50 memcpy (num, str, numlen);
```

Here, SLR determines that `dest` is an array by using the type analysis. It introduces `fgets` as the alternative; the size is calculated by `sizeof` and the stream pointer parameter is `stdin`. The last four lines remove the newline character.

3) Replacing `memcpy`: The `memcpy` function is different from the other unsafe functions because it already takes a length parameter that specifies exactly how many bytes to write to the destination buffer. There may still be buffer overflow if the length parameter specifies a size larger than the size of the destination buffer. The transformation follows three steps:

1. Determine the size of the destination buffer (Algorithm 1).
2. Add a check if the specified number of bytes to be copied is larger than the size of the destination buffer. The smaller of the two values is the number of bytes that will be actually copied during runtime. This is introduced as a ternary expression as the parameter to `memcpy`.
3. Terminate the destination buffer with `NULL`.

Consider the following:

```
35 size_t numlen;
... 48 num = __GMP_ALLOCATE_FUNC_TYPE (numlen+1, char);
49 memcpy (num, str, numlen);
| | (After SLR)
V
35 size_t numlen;
... 48 num = __GMP_ALLOCATE_FUNC_TYPE (numlen+1, char);
49 numlen = malloc_usable_size(num) > numlen ? numlen :
        malloc_usable_size(num);
50 memcpy (num, str, numlen);
```

In the example, from gmp v4.3.2, file `mpq/set_str.c`, line 49, SLR uses `malloc_usable_size` to calculate the length of `num` because it is a pointer that was set to the result of a heap allocation function, in this case a macro `__GMP_ALLOCATE_FUNC_TYPE` (line 48). SLR adds a new assignment expression before the `memcpy` that sets `numlen` to the length of the buffer, if the buffer’s length is smaller than the value of `numlen`. The ternary expression prevents buffer overflow at runtime.

The second step is one of two options. If the existing length parameter is used in statements that are successors in control
flow, the length parameter is explicitly assigned before the
memcpy call. This may happen when the length parameter is used
to null terminate the buffer. Otherwise, it is directly replaced
with the ternary expression.

\[
\text{memcpy}(\text{dst}, \text{src}, \text{length})
\]

---Option 1: to (length is used later)--->
lengt = dstLength > length ? length : dstLength
memcpy(dst, src, length)
---Option 2: to (length is not used)--->
memcpy(dst, src, dstLength > length ? length : dstLength)

C. Mechanism of Safe Type Replacement Transformation

SAFE TYPE REPLACEMENT takes a source file and a char
pointer or array selected by a user. It returns the transformed
source file, or the original file if the preconditions are not met.

We use a modified version of the stralloc data structure and
the library used in qmail [52] (Section II-B). Our implementa-
tion of STR is applicable for Linux programs, but Windows
analogs can be implemented. The library contains functions
designed to replace common C string operations and functions.
Table II lists some of these functions.

The functions do not have one-to-one correspondence with
C functions; Table II shows that some functions replace
C expressions. Our implementation contains 18 functions.
Among these are functions designed to initialize the stralloc
variable, replace increment and decrement operations of C,
find a substring or character at a given position in the string,
and compare two strings contained by stralloc pointers. While
these functions are relatively complex, a developer applying
STR need not be concerned with the implementation as the
transformation will automatically replace unsafe code with
semantically equivalent safe code. The functions are named
such that the developer can easily identify their purpose.

To maintain similar functionality as the char pointers,
our implementation replaces the char pointers with stralloc
pointers. Consider the following code:

```c
char *src = "one", *dst = "two;
```

In this case, after both lines of code have executed, src and
dst point to the same location in memory. In order to maintain
this condition, it is not sufficient to use stralloc variables; we
need stralloc pointers.

The following code is from zlib-1.2.5, minizip.c file,
transformed by applying STR.

```c
300 char buf[1024];
301 char *infile;
... 319 infile = buf;
320 strcat(infile, ".gz", strlen(".gz"));
| (After STR) V
300 stralloc *buf, *infile;
301 stralloc ssss.buf = {0,0,0}, ssss.infile = {0,0,0};
302 buf = &ssss.buf;
303 buf->a = 1024;
304 infile = &ssss.infile;
...
322 infile = buf;
323 stralloc.catbuf(infile, ".gz", strlen(".gz"));
```

Two replacement patterns are demonstrated by this example.
The first pattern is the assignment of one char pointer to another
(Line 319 of original code). The new stralloc pointers should
point to the same location in memory, so no change is needed
(Line 321 of transformed code). Line 322 of transformed code
shows a replacement pattern involving the strcat function (Line
320 of original). In this case, the function is simply replaced
with a stralloc.catbuf function from the stralloc library.

For user defined functions, the stralloc library does not
have analogs. In order to continue the transformation, we
perform an inter-procedural analysis when a char pointer is
used as an argument in a call to a user-defined function. It
determines, at the call site, if the function call modifies the char
pointer. In such a case, the transformation is not completed.
The analysis is conservative; it may determine that a pointer
is modified even when it is not. However, it is necessary to
ensure that the transformation is safe and it does not change
behavior. Empirical results in Section IV-B show that even
with the conservative analysis, we were able to successfully
transform over 80% of char pointers in real code.

The analysis is performed inter-procedurally, but the modi-
fication is limited to the function that contained the char
pointer. This is to make the transformation usable. If the
transformation suddenly makes changes to unrelated external
functions, developers will find it hard to follow. Thus, if there
is a possibility of a tainted buffer in the external function, we
choose not to perform the transformation.

IV. Evaluation

To evaluate the usefulness of our program transformations,
we answer the following research questions:

RQ1. Security. Are the program transformations effective
in securing systems? More precisely, do they fix buffer
overflow vulnerabilities originating from unsafe library
functions and bad pointer operations?

RQ2. Correctness. Does a program transformation-based
technique work? Do they break the original program? Do
the program transformations scale to large programs?

RQ3. Performance. How is performance affected by the
transformations? Do the safe libraries have additional
overhead? How much overhead do the extra checks in safe data
structure introduce?

Although the two transformations are similar to refactor-
ings, we automated the process of applying the transformations
as a batch in order to answer the three questions better. We
applied the program transformations on all possible targets in
real and benchmark programs. SLR was applied on all target
unsafe functions; it replaced the unsafe functions. STR was
applied on all char pointers; it replaced the char pointers with
a safe data structure (stralloc pointers, Section III-C).

Our test corpus included benchmark programs and real
software. To answer RQ1, we automatically applied the pro-
gram transformations on benchmark programs of NIST’s SA-
MATE reference dataset (Juliet Test Suite for C/C++) [48].
These programs represent many variants of buffer overflow
vulnerabilities including the vulnerabilities originating from
the use of unsafe library functions and bad pointer operations.
We also applied the program transformations on all possible targets on 4 open source software and demonstrated that changes made by the program transformations did not break the programs; this answers RQ2. In order to answer RQ3, we ran the original program and the modified program resulting from applying SLR and STR on all targets. This was done for 2 of the 4 open source programs.

A. RQ1: Introduce Security Protection

1) Securing Benchmark Programs: The SAMATE benchmark presents security errors in design, source code, binaries, etc. For C/C++ code, SAMATE’s Juliet test suite version 1.2 provides 61,387 test programs for 118 different Common Weakness Enumerations (CWE). It is the most comprehensive benchmark available for C/C++ buffer overflow vulnerabilities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CWE</th>
<th>Total C Programs</th>
<th>KLOC</th>
<th>PP KLOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CWE 242: Use of Inherently Dangerous Function</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>1,877</td>
<td>185.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWE 124: Buffer Underwrite</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>680</td>
<td>399.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWE 122: Buffer Overflow</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>273.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWE 127: Buffer Underread</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>624</td>
<td>383.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CWE 242: Use of Inherently Dangerous Function</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>273.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KLOC: Lines of code / 1000; PP KLOC: Preprocessed KLOC

Table III lists 6 CWEs that describe buffer overflow vulnerabilities in their benchmarks. STR was applicable in 4,487 programs with 5 CWEs; it replaced char pointers in these programs. SLR was applicable to 1,758 programs across CWEs 121, 122, and 242: these CWEs use unsafe library functions that are fixed by STR.

CWE 121 consists of 1,877 files which represent stack based buffer overflow. In these programs, a buffer is created and a certain amount of memory is allocated to the buffer. The buffer is then assigned a value that is too large for it to hold. STR modified all the programs replacing the assignments with functions from the stralloc library. The safe data structure will perform bounds checking. SLR was applied on a subset of these files that contain buffer overflow due to one of the unsafe functions targeted by SLR. It transformed 1,096 files.

CWE 122 consists of 890 files which represent heap based buffer overflow. Much like the programs from CWE 122, a buffer is created and allocated a certain amount of memory. The only difference is that in this case the memory is allocated on the heap rather than the stack. STR made similar changes.

CWE 124 consists of 680 files representing a buffer underwrite problem. In these files, a buffer is initially declared and allocated. The program then attempts to access a memory location beyond the end of the allocated memory due to bad pointer arithmetic. The modified programs replace the buffer with a stralloc pointer which ensures that no unsafe arithmetic occurs.

CWE 127 consists of 624 files representing a buffer underread problem. In these files, like those in CWE 124, the program attempts to access a memory location before the start of an allocated buffer. The modified programs replace the buffer with a stralloc pointer to ensure that an unsafe memory location is not accessed.

CWE 242 consists of 18 files representing the use of an inherently dangerous function—gets. This is because gets copies input from standard input without any bounds. This allows users to easily overflow the buffer gets writes to. SLR was applied on gets in each of these files to replace it with a safer alternative that limits the number of bytes that can be written to the buffer.

Programs in SAMATE have a good function and a bad function. The good function uses a char buffer to perform some string operation and prints the buffer. The bad function attempts to do the same, but produces either a segmentation fault or incorrect output. After applying SLR and STR, the vulnerability was fixed in bad functions in all test programs.

2) Securing Real Programs: Among the open source software that we used to test the correctness of our transformations (Section IV-B), LibTIFF version 3.8.2 had a reported buffer overflow vulnerability with a known exploit [5]. SLR could be applied to fix the vulnerability.

The vulnerability is in the file tools/tiff2pdf.c, function t2p_write_pdf_string, line 3671.

```c
3664 char buffer[5];
3667 lenstrlen(pdfstr);
3669 for ((idx)<len; ++idx)
3670 if ((pdfstr[1] & 0x80) || (pdfstr[1]==127))
3671   printf(buffer, "%3s", pdfstr[idx]);
3673 }
```

There is a vulnerability because the condition in line 3670 will be true if a character in pdfstr[i] has an unsigned numerical value of 128 or higher (the most significant bit is 1). This is because of the pdfstr[i] & 0x80 term. If the program runs the sprintf call on line 3671 when the value in pdfstr[i] is greater than 128, the value will be sign extended to an integer, which will produce more digits than expected and overrun the buffer. The value is signed extended to an integer because the format string calls for an integer. This vulnerability can exploited to cause a denial of service attack by trying to convert a TIFF file that has UTF-8 characters in its DocumentTag to PDF using the tiff2pdf tool.

SLR will remove the vulnerability by replacing the sprintf with g_strprintf and adding a third parameter of sizeof(buffer) which will allow only five bytes to be written to the buffer. This does not fix the program’s behavior when UTF-8 characters are in a TIFF file’s DocumentTag, but it does remove the possibility of buffer overflow. The program will work normally for TIFF files that do not have an attack vector, but will fail to generate the PDF file for the input with the attack vector. This modifies what was previously acceptable by the program to be unacceptable now, but such changes are beneficial [53].
B. RQ2: Correctness of Transformations

Our program transformations modify program behavior to fix a problem, but should not break normal behavior. We tested the program transformations on 4 open source programs: libpng-1.2.6, zlib-1.2.5, GMP-4.3.2, and LibTIFF-4.0.1. The transformations were each applied to more than 900,000 lines of code. In order to perform the test, we needed to preprocess the programs. The transformations ran automatically on 1.7 million lines of preprocessed code in 645 files (Table IV).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th># of C Files</th>
<th>KLOC</th>
<th>PP KLOC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zlib-1.2.5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>89.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libpng-1.2.6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>112.2</td>
<td>167.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMP-4.3.2</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>457.0</td>
<td>1,097.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libTIFF-4.0.1</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>281.5</td>
<td>385.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zlib-1.2.5</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>904.7</td>
<td>1,739.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KLOC: Lines of code / 1000; PP KLOC: Preprocessed KLOC

SLR was applied on six unsafe functions used in the programs: strcpy, strcat, sprintf, vsprintf, memcpy, and gets. There were 317 instances of these functions. Of those 317 candidates, 259 were replaced correctly (81.7%). The other 58 candidates were not replaced because they failed SLR’s preconditions. There were no cases where a replacement caused a compilation error. We also ran the test suite of the software (make test) each time SLR was applied. All the test cases passed. Table V summarizes the results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th># Unsafe Functions</th>
<th># Transformed</th>
<th>% Transformed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>zlib-1.2.5</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>41.46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libpng-1.2.6</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>81.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMP-4.3.2</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>85.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libTIFF-4.0.1</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>92.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>zlib-1.2.5</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>81.70%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2 shows the different kinds of unsafe functions and the percentage of the functions that has been changed. Of the 6 target functions, gets is not shown in the figure since it was not used in the open source software we tested. SLR mostly failed to transform instances of nencpy in code; it only transformed 72 of 115 instances (62.6%). This is because nencpy is not limited to char buffers only. The goal of SLR is to replace unsafe string (char buffer) functions.

In every case where SLR’s precondition failed, the buffer was of pointer type. We found four different reasons:

1. In most of the cases, the definition of a buffer reaching its use does not contain an explicit heap allocation function (e.g., malloc). This may happen if the buffer is allocated by another function or is passed as a parameter from different call sites. In such cases, using malloc usable size is not safe.

2. In one case, the buffer pointer was a part of a struct that was aliased. In fact, one other member of the struct was aliased in this case, not the entire struct. Our alias analysis treats a struct as an aggregate object (Section III-A). SLR determines that it is safe not to transform the code. Our alias analysis can be made more precise, but that adds to the runtime overhead of the transformations. In practice, this was happening in only one case and could be ignored.

3. In one other case, the buffer pointer was part of an array of buffers. We could not handle it because we do not support shape analysis on arrays.

4. There was a single case where the definition of the buffer was the result of a ternary expression which contained heap allocation in both branches. This is an easy structural fix. We ignored it because it happened only once in 300 tests.

STR was applied to all char pointers in local scope, i.e., declared within a function. There were 296 candidates in the test programs. Of those 296 candidates, 59 were used in a potentially unsafe manner in user defined functions. We perform an inter-procedural analysis of pointers used in user defined functions. Safe TYPE REPLACEMENT replaces the pointer when the it is not written to inside the user defined function. If it is, a detailed message is printed to the log explaining to the user exactly why the transformation could not be completed. The remaining 237 char pointers passed the preconditions of STR (shown as ‘Buffers Replaced’ in Table VI); these were locally declared and used. STR replaced all 237 char pointers (100%). Table VI summarizes the results.

C. RQ3: Effect on Performance

Our program transformations fix buffer overflows, but they may have performance overhead. We measured overhead using the open source programs in our corpus. We modified the programs after applying SLR and STR on all possible
targets. Each program (before and after) was compiled with no optimization and then enabling optimization flags (-O1, -O2 and -O3). We ran the test suite accompanying the programs 100 times and averaged the runtimes to collect the performance numbers. Our test results show that neither the STR transformation nor the SLR transformation significantly altered the runtime of the programs tested. We discuss the runtime results of three programs.

**Performance Overhead of SLR.** SLR was tested on libpng and LibTIFF, since these had a lot of changes (Table V). Figure 3 shows the performance numbers for libpng. There is no noticeable performance change after the transformation. This makes sense because SLR replaces functions with safer alternatives whose behavior matches the original function as closely as possible. The authors of `strncpy` family of functions also reported minimal overhead [45].

For libpng, the transformed version took 4.59% longer to run than the original when compiled with flag -O0, 3.01% longer when compiled with -O1, 3.60% longer when compiled with -O2, and 1.22% longer when compiled with -O3. The tests were run on a ThinkPad laptop with an Intel Core i5-3210M 2.50GHz x 4 CPU, 3.6GB of RAM, and Ubuntu 12.04 LTS operating system. We used gcc-4.2 to compile.

**Performance Overhead of STR.** STR performance was tested on three software, libpng, zlib, and LibTIFF. libpng and zlib had few changes, but they were executed inside hot loops. On the other hand, LibTIFF had a lot of changes (Table VI). Figures 4 and 5 show the performance numbers for LibTIFF and zlib. The overhead from applying the the STR transformations is relatively low.

After applying STR to LibTIFF, the -O3 optimized versions had approximately 12% overhead. The highest overhead was for zlib’s -O3 optimized version (18.83%). Interestingly, the transformed version was not optimized by the compiler beyond -O0. This makes sense intuitively as our transformation changed only in a few places. After the compiler optimizes with -O1, there is very little left for it to do for -O2 and -O3 optimization levels.

For STR, the programs were tested on a MacBook machine with a 2 GHz Intel Core 2 Duo Processor and 4GB 1067 MHz DDR3 memory running Mac OS X Lion 10.7.4. We used llvm-gcc 4.2.1 to compile the programs.

### V. RELATED WORK

This section compares our transformation based approach with the approaches of detecting and fixing buffer overflow vulnerabilities. First we compare our general approach; this is followed by a discussion of the two transformations.

#### A. General Approach

Most of the research works on buffer overflow vulnerabilities and static analysis concentrate on detecting buffer overflows [10], [15], [18], [36], [38], [62], [63], [65]. On the other hand, dynamic analysis approaches mostly concentrate on preventing buffer overflow vulnerabilities, except for a few detection approaches [46], [55], [57]. The static approaches range from very simple lexical analyzer [62] to tools performing integer analysis to approximate the pointer arithmetic in C source code [63] to applying abstract interpretation to prove the absence of runtime errors [10]. Most of the early approaches suffer from a high rate of false positives. But, approaches that have used symbolic analysis to detect buffer overflow [2], [21], [22], [36], [54], [63], [65] have reported better results. Our program transformations, on the other hand, attempt to fix buffer overflows by replacing all instances of unsafe library functions and `char` pointers.

Cowan and colleagues [13] identified four basic approaches to defend against buffer overflow vulnerabilities: (1) writing correct code; (2) making the stack segment non-executable; (3) checking array bounds; and (4) checking the integrity of code pointer. The program transformations in this paper fall in the first category; these assist developers in writing secure code as they are coding, similar to refactorings. A few hardware based approaches have explored non-executable stacks, e.g., Linux Openwall project [49], but it requires the OS kernel to be patched. Other approaches have split the control and data stack [66], but it is hard to calculate the function return address. Besides, these approaches focus on stack-based buffer overflow only. Most dynamic analysis solutions fall in the third or the fourth categories. Array bounds checking approaches [29], [30], [35], [37] provide better protection, but these have high performance overhead. Some code pointer integrity checking approaches, such as StackGuard [12], PointGuard [11], and ProPolice [17], use markers (canaries) to check for buffer integrity; others store the copy of the return address in a safe place, e.g., Stack Shield [61] and GMM [39]. However,
these tools provide a partial solution [64] that can be circumvented [6]. The performance overhead is lower but still significant.

B. Safe Library Replacement Transformation

Bartaloo and colleagues’ [3] libsafe library and the GMM library [39] are dynamically loaded libraries that replace unsafe library functions. These use the LD_PRELOAD feature to dynamically load the libraries. Once preloaded by a vulnerable process, the libraries intercept all C library functions, and allows functions to execute only if the arguments respect their bounds. These approaches work as binary patches and the application does not have to be recompiled. The SAFE LIBRARY REPLACEMENT transformation allows the developer to add similar protection at source code level; they have the additional advantage of allowing a developer to understand and learn how to write secure code. They are similar to refactorings [20], but they are security-oriented program transformations [24], [25] that push refactorings beyond behavior preservation. Most importantly, they introduce actual solutions to buffer overflow as opposed to patches that only cover potential overflow vulnerabilities in source code, but do not actually fix them.

The SAFE LIBRARY REPLACEMENT transformation is not limited to preventing buffer overflows. The REPLACE ARITHMETIC OPERATOR transformation [7] replaces an arithmetic operation in a C program with a call to a safe library function that correctly handles integer overflow and underflow. SQL injection attacks can be prevented by replacing all instances of string concatenation based SQL queries with SQL PreparedStatement [4], [16], [58]

C. Safe Type Replacement Transformation

SAFE TYPE REPLACEMENT replaces an unsafe datatype with a safe data structure [23], [26]. Another approach to replace unsafe types is explored by the Gemini tool [14]. Interestingly, Gemini is the only program transformation approach to introduce protection against buffer overflow. Gemini, written in TXL [9], transforms all stack-allocated buffers in a C program to heap-allocated buffers, because exploiting a heap overflow is more difficult. But it does not remove the actual vulnerabilities. Some approaches that explored new C dialects, most notably CCured [8] and Cyclone [34], combined static analysis and runtime checks: these checked source code for safety and added runtime checks where safety cannot be guaranteed statically. Both require manual intervention in the form of annotations and source code changes. Both are C dialects; on the contrary, SAFE TYPE REPLACEMENT introduces an automated protection that is also pure C.

Many options of safe library and safe data structure are available. Table I lists some safe library options. Some of these safe functions trim the resultant destination buffer to fit its size [32], [45], while other functions dynamically resize the destination buffer [33], [43]. Some examples of safe data structures are stralloc data structure used in qmail [26], sm_str_s data structure used in MeTA1 [1], and the data structure described by Narayanan [47].

VI. Future Works and Conclusion

Why do we need another research work on buffer overflow? Despite the extensive research on detecting and fixing buffer overflows, there continues to be a lot of overflow vulnerabilities that are reported even in mature software. Studies have also revealed that the detection tools are not used in practice and the overhead of manually fixing the detected vulnerabilities is too much. Our program transformation based approach naturally fits into the programming chore, much like the refactoring tools. Therefore, these tools have a better chance to be adopted. We provide the power tools missing from developers’ toolkit.

We made several design decisions while implementing the transformations, e.g., which library to use as alternatives, or which safe data type to use. The choices are all supported by latest research; but we plan to validate these decisions with usability studies in future.

Our transformation based approach improves security, but has a more significant impact on improving dependability since the transformations can be applied as a batch to fix the root cause behind buffer overflows. The transformations are supported by sophisticated analyses and empirical data that they do not break original programs. They are not silver bullets, but have nearly the same effect on fixing the targeted root causes.
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